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3D Experimental Space
To virtually interact with the work Virtually Immersed, click link
below:
> https://virtually-immersed.herokuapp.com/ <
( foundational code )

Screen Recording 2021-04-22 at 15.31.43
0:34 video
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Final Sound File - Virtually Immersed
Below shows a layered sound le created to be the back drop of
the environment, Virtually Immersed. The sound le takes in the
two interviewees, an altered piano piece and various form of
different sound e.g typing.

RecordingVImPiano
1:50 audio
PADLET DRIVE

Virtually Immersed interview with my Dad. In this series, I
wanted the sound dialogue was aimed to carry different view
points that come from different ages, backgrounds and
experiences. This will hopefully give more diverse opinions
towards the experience and immersion of the environment.

moving into the deign of Virtually Immersed I have been
exploring the different typed of alternative stills of the piece.
Below shows a layered photoshopped version of the work,
adding three different stills together to create it. I chose to do
this because of the movement in the textures of the work.

RecordingGeraldVirtuallyImmersed
1:56 audio
PADLET DRIVE

Virtually Immersed interview with my Grandma. In this series, I
wanted the sound dialogue was aimed to carry different view
points that come from different ages, backgrounds and

(Virtually Immersed - Progress Video)

experiences. This will hopefully give more diverse opinions
towards the experience and immersion of the environment.

Screen Recording 2021-04-13 at 15.13.02
0:36 video
PADLET DRIVE

RecordingGrandmaVirtuallyImmersed
3:20 audio
PADLET DRIVE

Virtually Immersed (layered still)

(Gradient/Texture Experiments - Working with this world has
made me aware of the effects of the gradual changes in the
gradient/texture and how they play into the atmosphere of the
environment. Below shows a seires of different gradient/texture
changes seen in the work)

('Virtually Immersed' - experimentation)

(Colour Experiments - Working with this world has made me
aware of the effects of the gradual changes in colour and how
they play into the atmosphere of the environment. Below shows
a seires of different colour changes seen in the work)

('Virtually Immersed' - experimentation)

('Virtually Immersed' - video experimentation)

Virtually Immersed (New Ideas)
Moving forward, my aims are to grow upon the last series by
challenging and questions how these virtual worlds can
immerse the viewer. For this I have been thinking about
creating, for the next series, an immersed physical gure
(myself) in one of these virtual environments. I have been
experimenting with colour gradients that de ne different
aspects of the of shading in the images, creating a moving
three-dimensional look. Video below shows ideas around this.

('Virtually Immersed' - experimentation)

Screen Recording 2021-04-11 at 16.29.26
0:20 video
PADLET DRIVE

To visit this project and see the most recent worlds, follow link
below:

Ideas Around Presenting Virtual
Environments
The ideas surrounding this came from me critiquing the
problems in how I initially presented these series. This way of
showcasing the works felt like it drew away from the core
elements that make the virtual environments what they are, the
interactively and immersion that you get from them.

> https://virtual-world-landing-page.herokuapp.com/ <
( foundational code )

3D Worlds Presentation Ideas
Within the ideas of my digital environments, I have been
Screen Recording 2021-04-08 at 14.53.34

thinking of how best to showcase the ideas. I want this to align
with the style of the interactivity of the virtual worlds by

0:49 video

engaging the viewer in particular ways.

PADLET DRIVE

Challenges in Presenting
Going through the process of making with code, I have noticed
different layers of potential challenges that come across the
idea. In this environments the challenge was in how the
cube/worlds were navigated around. It took for several days to
work out the problem (being in how the code orbit controls
worked) to solve the problem so it was useable for the viewer.

Blue Towers
The series Blue Towers is now in a place of (being more so) done.
This series carryings on the same processes of the latter but

carries and aims to give a sense of more immersion with the
viewer. The physical painting done of the world is also more
developed than the the latter one, this is because of the
introduction of gureless sketches/paintings. See Blue towers
painting evaluation for further analysis. >
SEE LINK TO GO TO WORD :
https://blue-towers.herokuapp.com/
( foundational code )

Blue Towers Code-Walk-Through
Below shows the code that makes up Blue Towers.

RecordingBlueTowers
2:01 audio
PADLET DRIVE

Recent stills from Blue Towers.
Screen Recording 2021-04-08 at 15.27.56
0:47 video
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Video Still (Finished blue Towers)

Screen Recording 2021-04-07 at 15.06.38
0:48 video
PADLET DRIVE

Recent stills from Blue Towers.

Finished Sound File, Blue Towers
The blue towers sound le is now at a point where it can be
added into the virtual environment. The sound les is made up
of 4 different sounds all collated into one another (mellow piano
piece, older brother Sam interview, grandma interview and
keyboard typing).

Recent stills from Blue Towers.

RecordingSam
2:25 audio
PADLET DRIVE

Blue Towers interview with my Grandma. In this series, I wanted
the sound dialogue was aimed to carry different view points
that come from different ages, backgrounds and experiences.
This will hopefully give more diverse opinions towards the
experience and immersion of the environment.

Blue Towers interview with my Sam. In this series, I wanted the
sound dialogue was aimed to carry different view points that
come from different ages, backgrounds and experiences. This
will hopefully give more diverse opinions towards the
experience and immersion of the environment.

RecordingGrandma
2:42 audio
PADLET DRIVE

The Addition of Sound

Now the colour gradients have been decided, I have been
working on bring in sound. In the series Stepping Squares sound
played an interregnal role in enabling the viewer to become
more immersed in the setting. For this work i wanted
to introduce sound in the same but interview different types
people on their view of the experience (last time using myself
and my younger brother who is a gamer).

Colour Gradients Experiments
once decided on a colour palette, I have been working through
the different colour scales that could work with the themes of
the piece. The painted version of the work also fed back into
some of these new experiments. Speci cally looking into the
vibrancy that the towers can gain and the darker tones working
in and amongst the towers.

Physical Painting in Digital Space
Once nished, the large scale oil painting, Blue Towers was
added to the virtual world. There is an interesting dynamic
between the virtual and physical versions of this environment,
each giving a different layer of the underlying narrative.

Blue Scales
After experiments with different colour scales, I have come to
the nishing shades of deciding this selection of tones to de ne
the series.

Code Example
In this code example I am exploring the different colour
gradients that I could use in one section of the computer
generated objects (the towers).

Colour Alterations

In the course of making these virtual environments, the freedom
in ability of changing core elements like colour, make it possible

After the completion of the Stepping Squares series, i have begun
to start thinking about the next. The Stepping Squares series was

to see the setting in a variety of different outcomes. Below

a good example of a series of different ideas, materials and ways

shows four different colour experiments.

of working coming into one. Blue Towers follows on this ideas
and i haven recently been exploring it further.

Stepping Squares Link : !
(Series so far - exploring how the viewer moves and interacts)

https://stepping-squares.herokuapp.com/

(Recent ideas and images taken from the Stepping Squares
series)
( foundational code )

Screen Recording 2021-03-18 at 15.39.30
0:32 video
PADLET DRIVE

(Recent ideas and images taken from the recent series)

(Recent ideas and images taken from the Stepping Squares
series)

INTRODUCTION OF SOUND
What impact can sound have on a space ? How can sound be
used to highten the content pf the work? And what sound is
right it use within a space?

Recent series / Begging Ideas

Recently I have been exploring sound within the most resent

virtual world. For this I have been recording different accounts

(World 4 Still)

of people interacting with the work and then layering them into
one to create a soundtrack for the world. This is the rst
attempt of getting something together.

RecordingLayeredEdit1
1:10 audio
PADLET DRIVE

Screen Recording 2021-02-15 at 15.20.42
1:00 video
PADLET DRIVE

https://vr-art-world.herokuapp.com/
Currently the world is in a place of reconciliation. How should i
move the ideas forward and how can the physical pieces created
feed into this work?

NEW World 4
In this world, the aim is to see a link between the virtual and
physical but not completely copy just a still from the virtual
environment. I aim for the pieces (2D AND 3D outcome) to link
by showing different variations of one imagined, hypothetical
environment. Developing the dreamlike setting and capturing it
through different variations.

CREATING LINKS

As i move forward, my interest in this areas grows. But where is
it leading? How are they going to link into the physical works?
These questions have sparked new thinking around how i use
the world to show immersion and environment studies. Recently
i have adding a secret link into the world which link show a
different place.. this i hope will create a journey through the
works and create new crossovers with the more physical pieces.

ARTISTS LINKING IN

BLUE WORLD (3)

Both Helio Oiticica and the installations of Team Lab have

Recently I have been building on my understanding of the

inspired the growth of ideas in world 3.

potential of VR and how far i can take my current piece. Asking
questions such as, how immersive is the digital environment?
How can I make it more surreal?

NEW FEATURES

4 Lines, 5 Gradients of 4 Colours
Originally I had one colour gradient of objects in the world.

In this new world there is more of a enfasis on the over

However, I felt it didn't push the idea of t being a completely

exaggerated imaginary space. For this I have added in almost
double the amount of shapes that were in world 2 and made

imaginary space enough. So, I added 3 other colours, Yellow,
Green and Red to the mix. This meant, when zoomed out, it

them follow off the back of different scales of blue. They are also

creates a cross of colours. And when zoomed in the colour

spread out all over the world and have not 1 but 2 blender gures
moving around it.

intersect with each other.

Coloured Gradient
With the addition of this new world being that of an installation
type of thing, the objects situated in it also need to be of such.
Interestingly, the coloured objects are in-fact computer
generated toned. Meaning there are not named 'RED' but rather
'fx334ndf', making them feel less emotive.

With society becoming increasingly dependent, expectant and
attached to digital technology, the online world has the ability to
lead a process of change but also spark negativity.
During my lifetime there have been huge developments in the
way information is communicated. I believe the two-dimensional
digital world we know has the potential to take on new forms
that will communicate content better.

Mr.Blob - 3D Person/Thing
Created with the tool, Blender. I wanted to make it so somoen
or something was in the space, moving around the objects. I
didn't want this object to be a physical person as it is a digital
world and the object should also be a digital one. So I made
Mr.Blob and added him to the site.

The outcome of this project so far sparked a new line of thought.
It opens up a range of new possibilities in visual communication
through digital technology.
Interact with ‘Experimental Space’ below –

New Additions:

https://oceantest1.herokuapp.com/

Creating the world into an Installation of Colours Objects.
Adding Sound
Colour Shifts
A being/person who lives in the world

ATTEMPT 2 OF 3D WORLD
After the creation of the rst world, i felt there was a growing
need to make the world separated from the content of the art.
As i feel the world in itself IS the art.
For this i have been playing around the colour gradients seen
through objects that out in the world.

Experimentation
Once the fundamentals of the codebase were complete, there

Interactive 3D World

was an opportunity to adapt and change how the content could
be interacted with and displayed.

In this process of making, the sites design went into two forms,
both showing different ways of communicating the imagery. The
rst made the viewer become an onlooker, viewing content as if
in a virtual gallery. The other made the viewer become the
content themselves, as they move and interact within the
setting.

The Beginning
The‘Experimental Space’ project was a rst step in exploring the
way 3-dimensional worlds can hold information, imagery and
content while using technology in new ways.
The end goal is to interact with the viewer in new ways and to
communicate through our largest visual communicator, the
internet.

Some of the Code I have been working with to create the 3D
Space.

Painting
Virtually Immersed (painting)
30 x 22inch, oil on canvas
This painting follows on from the e series 'Virtually Immersed'. In
the series it captures a video which is distorted by the
application of the overlaying mesh. The mesh creates different
angles from the different layers on light coming out of the video.
For this reason, the painting aims to captures parts of this
experience, gained through the virtual environment.

Alternative Mediums
In the contemporary era of digital technology, the ways in which
we create have shifted into new mediums. This can be used as a
new language of creativity that opens up new ways of
working/making.
To create a 3-dimensional space this project made use of
JavaScript libraries such as three.js and node.js, as well as image
rendering platforms like Blender. The process of creating in
alternative mediums opens up many new creative possibilities in
this style of visual communication.

Blue Towers (painting)
(Stepping Squares painting imbedded into virtual world)
32 x 32inch, oil on canvas
This large scale oil painting depicts the setting of the most
recent series, Fading Blue Towers. I am trying to capture the
sense gained in the virtual worlds in the paintings. For this
reason i am not just working from screenshots of the
environment but rather moving around the world and sketching
different parts of it. This painting is also one of the rst that
carries no gure in, I have been developing the idea of the need
for the gure and its purpose in the painting as in the virtual
environments the gure is the viewer.

Stepping Squares (painting)
32 x 32inch, oil on canvas
This work was a follow on from the series i have been developing
recently. Whereas with other piece, gures feature heavily in

them but within this work, i wasted to explore the piece without
the gures in as in the VR pieces, the gure is the viewer and the
viewer is the gure.

(The rst painting done in the new home studio - i.e. on the
oor in my home in Wales)
Within my recent evaluation of my works progress, I have been
thinking about how best to portray an idea. That being said,
particularly in the way i show the gure interacting with the
environment, what form is this best shown?
In this piece I explored this by making the gure become
intertwined with the background by addition of multiple
shadows that mirror the colours from the surroundings. Overall i
don't know how i feel about the overall t of the work but it was
an interesting step in a new direction.

Walk on Mars (painting)
32 x 50inch, oil on canvas
What it be like to take a walk on Mars? An imaginary scene
where couple explores the yellow /orange lled world.

Blue Waters 2 (painting)
32 x 32inch, oil on canvas
This piece was the nal version (for now) of the selection of
works following the ideas behind this image. The painted version
of the digital image, i often nd to be really interesting when
thinking of the different materiality around the marks and
structure. It is however, through he physical painting that the
work 'feel' like its own object. As when the image has its painted
version, there is is an atmosphere around.
Moreover, working through an ideas in this why (or ways) is
providing a opportunity for the ideas around the work to
gradually progress into its narrative or structure.

Coloured Shadows (painting)
32 x 32inch, oil on canvas

Sunset Watcher (painting)
32 x 40inch, oil on canvas.
I have recently been looking in Mark Rothko and particularly in
how he applies paint to canvas. His work hasn't been a reference
for my practice until of late, this came after reading Interaction
of Colour by Josef Albers. Both these areas of research, were key
parts of the background behind this work and its progression.
In this painting I really wanted to explore the nature the gure
had to the colours. The colours are resonant of sunset and the
peaceful nature that surrounds it. Moreover in the work, I
wanted to make them (the colours and the gure) connect.
Hopefully this builds in the connection of both areas and it is
echoed in the viewer.

Blue Waters (painting)
8 x 10inch, acrylic on canvas
This small acrylic version of the image Blue Waters looks into a
moment of curiosity which is revolving around the gures
setting.
The size of the work is considerably smaller to what the detail on
the original image depicts (reference digital version). For this i
work into the layers of the colours by waiting for them to dry
and then going in with either a slightly lighter or darker shade.
This worked better in comparison to Yellow Orange Red made
previously which is the same size. Also when working on this
piece, I let the three sections of blue, move into each other. I
noticed this created more depth in the work which is worth
remembering when working small again.

Yellow, Orange, Red (painting)
10 x 8inch, acrylic on canvas.
In this painting i was to explore the concepts spoken about in
Interaction of Colour by Josef Albers in More depth.
In my recent oil pastel studies, i have been doing colour
graduations but in large sections of one colour. This then feeds
into the shade of the following colour to make up a gradient that
follows through. In each of the sections I build layers of paint ino
it, this has been something i have been exploring from a recent
YouTube Video i watched about Helen Frankenthaler (Line into
Color, Color into Line.) In which she talks about paint like;
“A line is a line, but [also] is a color. . . . It does this here, but that
there. The canvas surface is at and yet the space extends for
miles. What a lie, what trickery—how beautiful is the very idea of
painting.” - Helen Frankenthaler.

Interaction of Pink (painting)
32 x 40 inch. Acrylic on Canvas.

Cloud Walker (painting)
32 x 32inch, oil on canvas.
Over this week i have been unpacking ideas around a white tone
gure image. This follows on from the animation 'Being swept
away', where the gure is consumed by the surroundings. This
made me think towards cloud like imagery and what it would be
like to be surround by white brightness.
I haven't work with predominately white shades ever, so this
painting was a rst in the choice of colour tones. Working with
light tones to bring light into a piece was really intriguing, the
paint almost felt non existent on the canvas at times. This was
then reinforced by the use of thickness and a palette knife when
working the marks in.
To see work size and relationship to other pieces please see my
virtual exhibition > Recent work <

This painting, done in a sudden edge of creatively in my room,
was inspired from some of small oil pastel studies. The colour
graduation follows on from some of my recent research
Interaction of Colour by Josef Albers. I think of this work and
image not being done yet, but rather being larger and in oils in
the future to develop the textural elements of the piece.

Cloud of Blue (painting)
8 x 10inch, acrylic and ink on canvas.
This was the second ink and acrylic painting done and follows of
form one of the stills from the Animation, Being Swept Away. The
ease in which the ink moves is something i am really enjoying
exploring. It can add much depth to the image which still inkeeping to quite a lose exterior outlook.

Pink Unknown 1 (painting)
8 x 10inch, Ink & Acrylic on canvas. 2020.
This was one of my rst paintings for my work this year. In this
work, I was keen to explore the effects of ink on canvas. I enjoy
the way the ink seemed to be creating blocks of colour which
help create depth and some sort of form in the image. I am also
hoping to be able to make this work again in the future but
larger. This is because i feel the small nature of the piece creates
a level of intimacy, and I am intrigued to see how it would
change on a larger scale.

Pink Unknown 2 (painting)
32 x 40inch, oil on canvas.
This painting took its time to make but was a really interesting
progression in the ideas behind this image.
By this point in the images growth it had already been done
Digitally, Animated and with Oil Pastel. This meant there were
many different variations of marks which built up the piece. I
really wanted to make this version of the image capture all the
best different elements of marks seen in previous versions. BUT
this meant during my rst day on work on it, the piece didnt
really come togtehr. What i resealed in my weeks break from the
piece, it needed to be its own version, not trying to capture
loads of other works marks. By the time i had nished by second
day of work on the painting, the form, colour and areas of light
has changed and come together to compliment each-other.

I really, really love this piece and think you've still managed to
create the same mesmerising atmosphere as when you use oil
paints, although I know its been a dif cult swap in medium for
you!! Still smashed it!! ― SOPHIE

Blues (painting)
12 x 19inch, Acrylic on Canvas. 2020.
This piece was following on from the 'Digital Blue Study'. In this
work i wanted to see how the image would work when using
acrylic. Going back to acrylic (as i am unable to use oil currently
) was at times hard. I found the speed in which the paint was
drying hard to navigate at times as i enjoy to create tones
through continuation of additional applications of paint you can
do with the use oil paint. But, using acrylics for my works is
proving to force me to be very considered with how i apply the
paint to the canvas.

Digital Artwork
Virtually Immersed (digital sketch)
This is the rst, more nished, digital sketch dine of the latest
world, Virtually Immersed. Making the piece was challenging due
to the textures and moving of the virtual world. But the
realisation that is a version of the virtual environment and not a
hype-realistic take of it, meant it was possible to break into a
crossover of 2D and 3D.

Blue Towers (digital sketch)
This digital sketch was made after creating the rst stages of the

Oil Pastel Sketch Developed

latest virtual world. In the piece I wanted the try and capture the
sense in the virtual environment.

I this piece, the colours are pulled from virtual environment 3, I
wanted to try and see if i could make a work which follows a
similar colour palette in discovering how to make the two
dimensional works crossover with the three dimensional.

Stepping Squares (digital sketch)
Within this work, I wanted it to correspond with a new virtual
work I am currently working on. The orange og, consumes the
two gures as they navigate around the world. This is in some
ways what the physical viewer of the virtual environments has to
do.

Completely Immersed (digital sketch)

Walk on Mars (digital sketch)

With the recent creation of my VR environments, the feeling of
immersion is gained and is heightened when experiencing them.
How would this feeling look in a painting? How could the shapes

This piece follows on from my recent thinking around the effect
and reaction towards environments. The broken down forms of
the two people, merge into the setting, trying to mirror the

and forms surround the viewer in the same way?
The piece 'Completely Immersed' follows an idea of the viewer

feeling of walking into an unknown.

becoming part of the surroundings, similar to that of the
experience of the VR environments.

I imagine this piece large, painted and completely surrounding
the viewer into it.

Pink Beach Day (digital sketch)
Through the recent digital studies, I have been able to start to
see to seeing some outcomes of my research into Colour, Figure
and Narrative. Each study aims to explore the colour in the
gures that the work revolves around. In Pink Beach Day (the
forms inspired from a photo from my childhood), explores
childhood innocence, which can be one of the associations with
the colour pink.

Light Filled Moment (digital sketch)
This sketch was done following on from some ideas around
interior environments we intreat with and what they bring to
our emotions.
I noticed that a lot of the works ideas last semester following on
from exterior environments so this is a small study towards the
interior environments.

Yellow Stillness (digital sketch)
My rst attempt at an all yellow piece. With the Orange and Blue
more detailed digital sketches having some interesting
progressions in other mediums, I have been since looking into
how I can progress work around this theme (singular colour tone
combining with a gure to equalling a narrative).
Yellow Stillness works around the idea that the colour or shades
of yellow bring a certain mood to an atmosphere to a space. This
calm or stillness that is in someways quite youthful is being
explored through the tone of this piece (both in the form of the
colour palette and the nature of the gure situated in it).

Blue Waters (digital sketch)
Similar to that of 'Sunset watcher', Blue Waters follows ideas
around how the gure, being more detailed may add to the
overall narrative the viewer engages with.
The blue tones of the work are also added at the gures position
and stance.

Sunset Watcher (digital sketch)
In this Digital Sketch I have been working on the development of
the FIGURE. In the previous pieces the gure, due to it being
pulled from my imagination they became rather broken down
gures.
So, recently i have been building up the nature of the gure and
how it adds to the narrative and its relationship to the colour
palette.

Pink Digital Study 1 (digital sketch)
One of the the digital studies which i took further was Pink
Digital Study 1. The movement of colour graduation and shades
combined which the marks, made me think towards how i could
take the image further.
As well as this, the distance between the viewer and the gure, i
found particularly interesting. I will often make piece which have
a gure fairly close up, but the distance creates a more undescriptive setting for the viewer to engage with.

White Tones Digital Study 1 (digital sketch)
This digital sketch was inspired from Animation 3 and some of
my small oil pastel studies.
In this piece the i was aiming for the marks to consume the
gure (or be on the verge of doing so). This work is the rst in
the choice of colour palette and one i am interested to see on
other mediums.

Blue Digital Study
I have recently been exploring some digital sketching tools. This
has also meant i can see a time-lapse of the progression of a
work which i think is interesting.

RPReplay_Final1614631087
0:14 video
PADLET DRIVE

Yellow Stillness (Animation)
RPReplay_Final1599747174
0:19 video
PADLET DRIVE

Beautiful time-lapse catching the spirit of this young person, also
love the tones :)) ― MIRAIN DAFYDD
Thank you :0 ― FROST, ELLA 1

Animation
Stepping Squares (Animation)
The orange og, consumes the two gures as they navigate
around the world. This is in some ways what the physical viewer
of the virtual environments has to do.

This animation looks into the transitional effects of changing
from one colour to another.The selected shades of yellow and
orange resonate with calming, relaxed and warm analogies. The
gure in the work engages with this by reaching out into it,
echoing the feeling of seeing a sunset or sunrise.

RPReplay_Final1606937635
0:17 video

RPReplay_Final1604923069
0:25 video
PADLET DRIVE
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Blue Waters (Animation)

Animation 5, Blue Waters follows on from the digital version of
this piece. The selection of different works coming from this
image look into colour gradients and their relationship to the
gure situated in it.
The blue gradient of this work reminded me of a more subtle,
peaceful setting. The gure moves into it by touching it, this
then turns it into a ripple - almost like touching a calm pound.
The narrative here captures a moment, a moment of curiosity
which is revolving around the gures setting.

Cloud Walker (Animation)
Animated Painting - A FRIST. In a my SofA Crit last week, there
was a comment on how i could merge animation with the
paintings. This lead me to think whether i could animate the
painting version of the idea.
This animating/painting was done off the back of this idea. I
used a photo of the painting and the did several layers of
movement to create the piece.
In this piece i also wanted to expand/develop the narrative Cloud Walker. In the piece i made moments of touch, re ection
around the surrounding of the gure. This combined with the
movement into the cloud, i think creates more conversation
around the work.
I am interested is see how this piece works next to the painted
version - I plan for this to be explored in a virtual exhibition.

RPReplay_Final1604254200
0:25 video
PADLET DRIVE

Swept Away (Animation)
I am noticing that bringing movement into a piece creates a
different feeling and narrative about the work. Hopefully, this
also gives a different way for the viewer become engage with the
piece, letting them add their own interpretation to what the
piece is about.

RPReplay_Final1602873411 2
0:33 video
PADLET DRIVE

A Moment of Refection (Animation)
This pieces narrative is highlighting the moment of re ection
before we move on (capture through Pink Study 1). There are so
many small fragments of lives that go unnoticed. But, to stop
look back and notice, creates the memories and moments that
make up our day-to-day lives.

RPReplay_Final1602188260 2
0:20 video
PADLET DRIVE

Research
A Pink Welcome (Animation)
Abstraction vs. Figuration
My the rst animation and simply exploring the friendly gesture
of a wave.
See on Online Studio - https://www.ellafrost.art/animation

Recently I have been building my knowledge and widening my
research to nd out new areas of art that my own practices folds
into. Abstraction and guration I feel re ect a combination of
where my own work sits.
Article below re ects part of my recent research into the ideas.

Three.Js
Three.Js was introduced to me when thinking through how i can
make VR piece. Three.Js is a javascript library, providing

developers who have made virtual environments and share the
code and methods of how they did it. This platform has really
helped me get into the coding side of my virtual works and made
me see new ways of showcasing ideas.

Team Lab
Team lab has been an insightful reference for me over the past
couple of months. My recent work in virtual reality has meant i
have been looking into more around installations showing /
exploring immersion. The TeamLab exhibitions provided a useful
and insightful insight into how this can play out.

Helio Oiticica
As recommend by Graham, the artist Helio Oiticica has been a
really interesting (and inspired new ideas) around linking into my
ideas around my 3D Digital World.

Land Lines, VR Project
"When the Data Arts team approached me about exploring a data
set of earth images I was quite excited — the images were
beautiful, revealing all different kinds of structures and textures,
both human made and natural, and I was intrigued with how to
connect this data set. I did a variety of initial experiments looking
at image similarity and different ways of ltering and organizing
them."

Secondary Research Document (at present)
As spoken about in Slide 3 of my Critical Review, for my
Secondary Research I have been putting it all into a large word
document following my ideas progression. See attachment
below to reference:

painted owing surface of animated oil paint and canvas, lie a
number of sophisticated digital processes that helped bring this
project to the screen. The result is a groundbreaking hybrid that
perfectly bridges the space between a traditional artform and
cutting-edge animation technology.

Matt Bollinger (Animator)
I have been teaching myself animation for a couple of months
now and since which I have been thinking of how these ties into
my paintings and other mediums. I have found that the
animations create a much more developed narrative around the
work, I can’t say that an all-round positive or not yet but it has
made me think towards the way an idea is conversed to its
viewer.

Secondary Research
Word document

Moreover, I have recently been looking into different moving
image artists and exploring how they show their narratives in
their work. Matt Bollinger combines both animation and painting
together in a really interesting way.
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ANIMATION TO PAINTING (and back).
What is the relationship between Animation and Painting like?
What have other Artist done with these tow mediums and how
does the narrative change when thinking about this.
Recently I have been making a selection of works which all
follow on along the same images but are in different mediums.
This has lead me to question the relationship between animation
and painting.

'How Mark Rothko Unlocked the Emotional
Power of Color' Alina Cohen.
“anyone who thinks Rothko found a formula in 1949, which he
simply applied and reapplied for the next twenty years, has not

'Old-school painting meets cutting-edge
animation: Loving Vincent is a rich visual
feast’.
(Loving Vincent Film Study) Stuart Messinger, The Conversation.
(2017).
Interesting Article - < https://theconversation.com/old-schoolpainting-meets-cutting-edge-animation-loving-vincent-is-arich-visual-feast-86419 >
Recreating Van Gogh’s vivid impasto brushstrokes (where the
paint is applied thickly to create texture and convey feeling), the
lm resembles the struggling artist’s paintings come to life – and
to mesmerising effect. But hidden beneath the beautifully

looked very closely at the work, or listened to the distinct accent
with which each painting speaks.”
This article shows a really interesting background to how
Rothko began to think through colour and its relationship. The
way Rothko went through different phases of art is also
interesting to take note of and how they play into his works
now.
<https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-mark-rothkounlocked-emotional-power-color>

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=h35AJ2cn72Y&list=PLk0sDGQFxTA4w5y2e3iGQZgnfKJ3XNdH
B&index=6&t=4s. >

Mark Rothko
One of the most, if note the most, renowned colour eld
painters, would be Mark Rothko. His skilled use of colour and
knowledge of their relationship to each other, comes across in
his works to create these large scale paintings which display
colours to their best standard.
Recently I have been think back to Rothko’s works in how the
colours come together on the canvas. This thinking links into
Josef’s Albers Interaction of Colour . I have been exploring with
ideas of broken down colour which is the background to the
gure situated in it.

Helen Frankenthaler
Helen Frankenthaler work has been an interesting example of
how to use colour, line and form in paint. The way she uses the
painting is particularly notable, the sections of saturation which
feel like they come almost naturally from the paint is really
thought-provoking when thinking of how I apply the paint.
The overall composition of the work also has parallels with how I
am thinking through my work currently. Helen Frankenthaler
pulls ideas from her mind to build into the work, this is then
added to by her knowledge of colour, line and form. In this way it
is possible to see the parallels in how imagination can come
together with that of line and colour.
(Interview Snippet)
Line into Colour into Line, Helen Frankenthaler.
Beverly Hills (2016), Gagosain Article.
“A line, color, shapes, spaces, all do one thing for and within
themselves, and yet do something else, in relation to everything
that is going on within the four sides [of the canvas]. A line is a

NOW: HELEN FRANKENTHALER: Line into
Color, Color into Line. YouTube Video.
This was really is interesting to me in how Helen Frankenthaler
spoke about the way she moved paint around her canvases.
Further to this point, it makes is easier to better understand how
she creates the marks she does in her works. Moreover, this
makes me think of the ease that comes with painting, and when
this is captured in a work, I feel it really brings the composition
together.

line, but [also] is a color. . . . It does this here, but that there. The
canvas surface is at and yet the space extends for miles. What a
lie, what trickery—how beautiful is the very idea of painting.”—
Helen Frankenthaler
Hills, B. (2016), Line into Colour into Line, Helen Frankenthaler.
Gagosain Article.< https://gagosian.com/exhibitions/2016/lineinto-color-color-into-line-helen-frankenthaler-paintings-19621987/ >

Your Uncertain Archive, By Studio Olafur Eliasson (2016).
Diesegno Online Article Interview
< https://s3-euwest1.amazonaws.com/olafureliasson.net/texts/Your_Uncertai
n_Archive_By_Studio_Olafur_Eliasson_115730.pdf >

(Section of Interview - Olafur Eliasson on
Your Uncertain Archive)
“Your Uncertain Archive connects you to the artworks, texts,
sketches, interests and ideas that make up Olafur Eliasson’s
practice”
“The studio is like a laboratory, with daily experiments taking
place. For example, the day after Eliasson’s surgery he decided to
try an experiment focusing on weightlessness, and asked his
assistants to rig up a crane with a meteorite on one end and a
harness on the other.
It turns out that we have quite a lot of people passing through our
website homepage. It also turns out that more people are familiar
with my work through the homepage than from seeing it in
exhibitions. As far as I can tell, a lot of the visitors are in parts of
the world where I haven’t exhibited much. So I grew to respect
these people, because they were making the effort to look it up. I
thought this was very precious and that I should invest more
artistic focus into it. So rather than creating a more conventional
archival search facility, we started getting more ideologically
involved. The studio has an archive department that works as a
research and development team and is closely involved with the
creation of the artworks. It researches relevant scienti c
processes, both spatially and psychologically. At the same time, we
are also following different types of media and how critical media
evolves. So, when we were reconsidering what an archive is, we
already had a lot of internal resources that fuelled the discussion,
but essentially we wanted to present something that was closer to
the principle of an exhibition and more remote from the
conventional archive.
I nd this section particularly though-provoking when
thinking about the nature of communication that can be
gained through online spaces.

Olafur Eliasson
The work of Olafur Eliasson has been a never-ending stream of
inspiration for my practice. His use of form, colour, light and
gure has been thought-provoking to my practice. When
referencing Eliasson’s practice I look into all the various sections

of how he works, to the installations, images, online archive of
works, or even how his talks about his practice.

Malloy, V. (2015). Interacting Colour, Josef Albers and his
Contemporizes. The Amherst College Press.

"Colour has in its abstraction enormous psychological and
associative potential, and even though this has been collectively
cultivated to the extreme, individual differences in experiencing
colours are extreme. Colour doesn’t exist in itself, only when
looked at. The fact that ‘colour’, uniquely, only materializes when
light bounces off it into our retina indicates that analyzing colours

This text as reference above has been really interesting in
bring together different areas of research into one. There is
also a lot the perception of colour and the relationships
between them which build on both Albers and Goethes ideas.

is in fact about analyzing ourselves." (Olafur Eliasson, ‘447 Words on Colour, 2001’, in Grynsztejn,
Birnbaum and Speaks 2002, p.130.)

Albers’ Color Class.
Albers’ Color Class. Creative Arts Workshop (2020), YouTube
Talk.
This video was really useful to see the visual understandings
behind Josef Albers colour theories that de ne the ideas in
Interaction of Colour.
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fdZlIwyZSHo&list=PLk0sDGQFxTA4w5y2e3iGQZgnfKJ3XNdH
B&index=10 >

SECONDARY RESEARCH
The research I do is centered around colour theory and the
impact of those colour together, immersive Installations and
pictures from my everyday.
- Goethe, J.W.V. (1810). Theory of Colours.
- Albers, J. (1963). Interaction of Colour. USA. Yale Univercity.
”Colour is an elementary phenomenon in nature adapted to the
sense of vision; a phenomenon which, like all others, exhibits itself
by separation and contrast, by commixture and union, by
augmentation and neutralization, by communication and
dissolution: under these general terms its nature may be best
comprehended.” - Goethe, J.W.V.
To document this fully i have been doing a on going research
document which unpacks, explores and evaluates ideas around
my research.

Interacting Colour, Josef Albers and his
Contemporizes. (Book).

Scan 22

Sketchbook
(Inside My Sketchbook!)
Click on the PDF bellow to see mySketchbook.

PDF document
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Some Recent Sketchbook pages explore the relationship
between colours.

(scanned in and then made into a document to 'resemble' the
basis of my current ideas progression)

Oil Pastel
(Inside my Oil Pastel Sketchbook)
Click on the PDF bellow to see my Oil Pastel Sketchbook.

Sketchbook?

(scanned in and then made into a document to 'resemble' the
basis of my current ideas sketches)

PDF document
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(The start of) My Sketchbook
I have been putting together and designing an online sharing
platform for my practice, i see it as a kind of 'online studio'. Part
of this process is creating a way for viewers to see my process
and my sketchbooks.
Please feel free to have a look (bearing in min i am still working
on it, thank you!) - https://www.ellafrost.art/

Oil sketchbook
PDF document
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P.g. 24 - 25

P.g. 20 - 21
P.g. 30 - 31

P.g. 18 - 19
P.g. 32 - 33

ONLINE STUDIO LINK
A recent development for my practice has been my 'Online
Studio'. The studio is a place where I create, develop and share
my practice. Hopefully, this space will recreate and capture the
elements of my studio that are currently on pause.
> https://www.ellafrost.art/ <
HOME | ellafrost.art
ELLAFROST.ART

Making a Archival Artwork Page
Recently i have been working on making one area of the site (the
artwork page) become more like a 'archive'.

P.g. 5 - 6

After seeing Olafur Eliasson 'Your Uncertain Archive' (
https://olafureliasson.net/archive/artwork/WEK109131/youruncertain-archive), it made me rethink and question how best to
show my work. This was also reenforced by an online document
comprising of what and how they created this part of this site. As
Olafur Eliasson began to see online sites to have the potential
for them to become 'a active work of art' in their own right. This
is something that interests me with my aspirations for my site.
Moreover, this made me think again to how i show the my work
on the site to the viewer. I have since created a hand draw
exhibition wall which has all the various artworks on it (not true
to size). This will hopefully be a way for the viewer to be my
colour tones, style and the different materials i work in.
As with the rest of the site, i plan for this to be adapted and
modi ed as time goes on and works change.

Oil Pastel
To better document my work in Oil Pastel in have recently
separated them into their own sketch book. The book follows a
multitude of ideas and colour, form and gure and the different
ways in which they come together.
These oil pastel studies have proved to be really useful to help
me think outside the box with he formate and make-up of an
image and have inspired a variety of different digital works and
paintings.

Online Studio

Virtual Exhibtion
Updated Virtual Exhibition
- RECENT WORK https://www.ellafrost.art/copy-of-research

'RECENT WORK' is a continually changing showcase which i
have been putting together over the last few weeks. This
explores and shows all the recent works that link into my
current practice.
Also, vitally, i hope this exhibition can make a way for the works
to better explore their relationship to each other.

Crtitcal Review
Powerpoint presentation
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'Recent Work' - my Virtual Exhibition.
Recently i have been looking into how i can explore the
relationship between the works. This has since been developed

Year 4 Artist Presentation
(Please feel free to give it a look and make comments!)

by creating a virtual exhibition purely aiming to show my recent
works.
This space is proving to be a really interesting experimental and
testing space. For example, the recent pieces i have been making
often follow on from one another but in different mediums, so
seeing their narrative and the overall narrative of the image
changes when situated next to one another is really insightful
for the impact of the work.
Follow link below to see:
https://www.ellafrost.art/copy-of-research

Y4 Pres
PDF document
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Crit Notes !

Additional
Critical Review Powerpoint

Ella - crit notes
Word document
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